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Answer all questions Time: 03

01' An Entrepreneur differs from a businessman. Currently people discuss businessman as an
en trepfeneur and profitable busiriess as fl ouri shing entrepreneurship.

i. Differentiate a business from entrepreneurship

ii. Describe, in what conditions a business will turn out
(04 Marks)

to be an entrepreneurship

iii. Discuss the features of a connpetitive and profitable business.

iv. Identify the main characieristics of successful entrepreneurs

ii. Differentiate Business counseling from Business

iii. What are the different steps in a counseling process

(04 Marks)

(06 Marks)

(06 Marks)
(Total20 Marks)

A research reveals that only 387o to 45vo of entrepreneirrs start a business after business
startup training and out of which only 15Vo ta 28Vo exists for one year. The deciine in the
sustainability of startup business is contributed to lack of Busin&s Development services
and the most important is the business counseling service 

.

i. 'Identify the main reasons for business failures in sri Lanka

(05 Marks)

(05 Marks)

(05 Marks)iv' Describe each of these steps and the role of a business counselors in each of the steps

" (05 Marks)

(fotal20 Marks)



03. Business counselors, when dealing with clients exhibits different types of
focusing either on task of client or,both combined

i. what are the most possible patterns of behaviors exhibited
counselors in their approaches towards their client? Name them
each of them

by
and

ii. off these approaches none of them is the best. But each
successful at different situations.

a) what are the most situational factors used for diagnosing
identify the most appropriate pattem / style of counseling

(0s

of them

the situati

(06

the di

with con

successfui

pfufes.ion

b) Identify the counseling style that is most likely to succeed for
possible levels of client development based on the factors named in

01.44. Personality fit between the client and the
business counseling process. Common
personality types of clients.

(a)

(06
(Total20

counselor is vitai for the success

sense approach describes about

Name the four basic personality types identified in the common sense a

11. Describe the nature and characteristics of each type

(06
iii. Although it is generally accepted that counseling will be most

counselor's personality fit with that of the client, counselors by
to expand their power to influence others when encountered
persopalities.

a) what are the steps to expand your power to influence others

b) Describe each of them

(06

(Total20

tq

02. Write short notes on the following;
i. Personal qualities of a counselors
ii. Skill necessary for successful counseling
iii. Different stages of development of an entrepreneur
iv. The role of community in supporting local entrepreneurs

(04

(04

05.
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